Editorial

Authors, Reviewers and Readers of this Journal would have noticed the significant improvements in the processing of submitted manuscripts and publication after acceptance. In order to further speed up the publication of the accepted paper, the Journal has adopted the Continuous Article Publishing (CAP) process starting from Volume 130, beginning with this January 2018 issue. The major changes are the following:

1) Assignment of continuous page numbers for the published articles is discontinued. Instead, continuous Article ID numbers are assigned to the published articles.

2) An accepted article goes through copy editing, proof checking, etc. exactly as before. The article will be published ONLINE (https://link.springer.com/journal/volumesAndIssues/12039) with the Article ID number and DOI.

3) The Article ID number and DOI will remain same in the print issue.

4) The article published with Article ID number 1 in Vol. 130 shall be cited as follows.
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